To improve the performance of phoneme based Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) in noisy environment; we developed a new technique that could add robustness to clean phonemes features. These robust features are obtained from Complex Wavelet Packet Transform (CWPT) coefficients. Since the CWPT coefficients represent all different frequency bands of the input signal, decomposing the input signal into complete CWPT tree would also cover all frequencies involved in recognition process. For time overlapping signals with different frequency contents, e. g. phoneme signal with noises, its CWPT coefficients are the combination of CWPT coefficients of phoneme signal and CWPT coefficients of noises. The CWPT coefficients of phonemes signal would be changed according to frequency components contained in noises. Since the numbers of phonemes in every language are relatively small (limited) and already well known, one could easily derive principal component vectors from clean training dataset using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). These principal component vectors could be used then to add robustness and minimize noises effects in testing phase. Simulation results, using Alpha Numeric 4 (AN4) from Carnegie Mellon University and NOISEX-92 examples from Rice University, showed that this new technique could be used as features extractor that improves the robustness of phoneme based ASR systems in various adverse noisy conditions and still preserves the performance in clean environments.
Introduction
ASR is a human-computer interaction that is convenient, cost efficient and natural [1] . These systems will very assistive to us to exploit future intelligent machines that have intelligence and ability just like human being. Unlike any other existing interface, speech based interface provides hands-and-eyes-free operation mode. Efficacy in comprehending and exploiting these systems in the end will be very helpful to human being in improving their ability to solve problems.
Phoneme based ASR systems, at this moment, is expected to be operated in all kinds of different conditions and situations. Some of them are at environments where their circumstances of acoustic could not be controlled. For example roadway, train station, airport, commerce center, canteen, and other public places. In these situations, the system is negatively affected by stochastic and non-stationary acoustic sound sources, or simply noises. Therefore, to achieve a successful deployment, the system must be equipped with a robustness to overcome these problems.
The environmental differences, at the moment when the system was trained (training phase) in studio or laboratory with no noise and when the system is operated (testing phase) in noisy environment, make acoustic feature vectors value obtained by the feature extraction stage no longer the same as the one in its databases. The numbers of these differences are linearly correlated with system recognition accuracy. More acoustic feature vectors differences, generated by environment with noises, would produce higher word error rate (WER) level [2] [3] [4] . When the number of wrong recognized words is high enough, the system becomes inefficient and the benefits are lost. At that level of WER, the ASR system performance is no longer acceptable and useless.
The negative effects caused by environment with noises happened especially for ASR systems that use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs, representing state of the art of general ASR systems in this time) [5] [6] as its feature extraction method. Although cepstral coefficients perform well when tested on clean environment with data similar to training data, they are not robust to unexpected additive noises or spectrum distortions. With MFCCs feature extraction method, each of additive noise frequency magnitudes (and distortion) is directly added (superposition) to its corresponding true speech signal frequency magnitudes. Thus it gets wrong acoustic feature vectors (different feature values) as a result. Therefore, the frequency contained in speech signal and additive noise (and distortion) from environment play major role in recognition mistakes (more noises frequency involved would generally cause higher WER).
To achieve greater robustness, more robust acoustic features are needed. One way to do it is using CWPT coefficients [7] [8] [9] [10] . In this paper, a new feature extraction technique using CWPT coefficients and PCA is developed. This technique is expected to minimize environment noises effect on clean phoneme signal and produces the right acoustic feature vectors. This is motivated by the ability of CWPT coefficients to capture important time and frequency features and PCA to find underlying principal component for every single phoneme in a certain language. CWPT decomposes the input signal into complete frequency bands involved in recognition process and the energy of its all transformation coefficients equal to that of the original input signal, hence preserve all information. These coefficients altogether represent all different frequencies contained in input signal. PCA finds a simplified structure that is hidden in a large complex training data set with big dimension. Those simplified structures are used later to reduce high dimension testing data to a lower dimension one without significantly loosing its information or feature.
In this paper we propose a new technique to obtain robust phoneme based ASR features using CWPT coefficients. In this technique, the features are produced by searching for the underlying structure from clean data set using PCA [11] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 speech signal and phonemes are presented and in Section 3 complex wavelet packet transform is discussed. In Section 4 the new robust features extraction method is presented and in Section 5 the experiments and results are reported. Finally some conclusion and future work are presented in Section 6.
Speech Signal and Phonemes
Speech signal produced by human being is a sequence of air pressure changes yielded by human utterance instruments. These unique pressure changes have been trained by each individual in such a manner, for example in the process when babies learn to talk or when adults learn a second language, so that for the same certain meaning in language all human beings could produce the same (or almost the same) sequence of air pressure changes. Otherwise, these utterance instruments are trained over and over again until they produce that sequences of air pressure changes with certain level of similarity or native. In connection with written language, a unique sequence of air pressure changes produced by human being is then mapped individually into its related symbol that represents a related phoneme. Combination of these sequences together form words, which are known as oral language.
Each phoneme in phonemes set for every language has fundamentally significant differences. These sound differences heavily depend on the characteristic and capability of human speech apparatus. This is why languages in the same region are relatively similar and relatively more different for different regions. Without these significant differences phonemes sequence could not effectively represent different words. These sound differences have been developed in a evolutionary way that from time to time every insignificant phonemes or too similar phonemes causing misrecognition (when they are communicated) are gradually removed. As a result, every phoneme in the same phoneme set is significantly different to each other. This is the key factor for the main idea developed in this noise robust feature extraction technique. 
Complex Wavelet Packet Transform
Fourier Transform is widely used and proven to be an important tool in signal analysis. By transforming into frequency (Fourier) domain one could easily separate different frequency contents from every time overlapping signal. The biggest drawback of the Fourier Transform is the lack of time information.
Fourier transform knew what frequencies are contained in a signal, but did not know the time when they actually present. Time information is very important especially for time varying signals like speech. This drawback is handled by Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). STFT provides not only frequency information but in the same time also time information. STFT uses small time frame (window) to relatively reserve time information. The smaller time frame gives higher time resolution, but lower frequency resolution. In opposite, wider time frame gives lower time resolution but higher frequency resolution, therefore there is a time-frequency resolution trade off to consider.
This time-frequency trade off is further exploited by Wavelet Transform which introduce non uniform time frame usage [12] . Different time frames are used for different frequency bands. Usually, for high frequencies band one could get lower frequency resolution and higher time resolution and for low frequency band one gets higher frequency resolution and lower time resolution. This way, one could take advantage by freely choosing the appropriate time frame that is most suitable for the signal under consideration.
The Wavelet Transform is a way to represent a time domain signal into timefrequency domain by projecting the signal into wavelet basis functions that consist of scaling and wavelet functions, ϕ and ψ. Different input signal would produce specific different set of coefficients and these specific set of coefficients, with perfect reconstruction mechanism, would produce the same specific input signal. There are two parameters for scaling and wavelet function called scaling coefficient (j) and shifting coefficient (k) as shown in equations (1) and (2).
Bigger j value would produce shorter scaling function and increase the time resolution, but decrease frequency resolution; and the value of k from smallest to highest would traverse the input signal from beginning to end.
The Wavelet Transform coefficients are computed using decomposition shown in equation (3).
Where c j (k) are the scaling function coefficients at level j, and d j (k) are the wavelet function coefficients at that level from k = 0 to j 2 -1. In this way, the same input signal must produce the same specific coefficients set. Any changes in input signal would definitely reflect in changes in coefficients set. In another word, the coefficients set perfectly represent the input signal. Thus, wavelet coefficients could be used for recognition features.
Wavelet coefficients computations need a lot of machine cycles and need to be simplified. One way to efficiently calculating the Wavelet Transform coefficients is using conjugate mirror filter banks [8] [9] . In the form of discrete samples input, output coefficients from low pass filter (c j (k)) corresponds to a projection of the input signal on to the scaling functions; and output coefficients of high pass filter (d j (k)) corresponds to a projection of the input signal on to the wavelet functions as shown in equations (4) and (5). Coefficients computation using filtering operation and down-sampling by a factor 2 is more convenient and now is widely used. The g 0 and g 1 are filters coefficients set that correspond to scaling and wavelet functions respectively.
Non uniform time frame in Wavelet Transform is extended further into Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT) in order to get more complete decomposition level. This decomposition also expands the detail tree nodes not just approximation. With WPT, it is possible to freely choose time-frequency resolution trade off (basis tree) to find the best suitable combination in respect to the processed signal. Different time-frequency plane combination produces different frequency bands partitions. The numbers of frequency bands depend on the decomposition depth level but the total energy for a specific input signal is the same for every level. Thus decomposing the input signal into complete WPT tree would always cover all frequencies involved in recognition process too. In order to get richer frequency response characteristic, another extension to WPT is Complex Wavelet Packet Transform (CWPT) [8] [9] . One implementation of this transform is seen in Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Packet Transform (DTCWPT). Usually, DTCWPT is used for images or other multidimensional signal. Using dual tree in DTCWPT, one could get two complete trees (sets of coefficients) with slightly different frequency responses. These two trees, one produces real part and the other produce imaginary part, computed in parallel to save time. Though the filters used in both trees are different, basically the main mechanism is the same. With DTCWPT one could decompose a time overlapping signal into two complete trees and obtain all frequencies contained in it in two different coefficients sets. Thus, decomposing any input signal into two complete DTCWPT trees would also cover all frequencies involved in the process under consideration, such as in speech recognition.
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The Proposed Method Figure 4 shows the mechanism of robust phoneme based ASR features extraction technique using CWPT coefficients and PCA. There are two mechanisms, one for training phase (4.a) and the other for testing phase (4.b). The training phase begins with decomposition using CWPT of all phonemes from clean training dataset. The purpose is to obtain sets of coefficients that uniquely represent each phoneme used in training dataset. To provide better generalization, each phoneme is represented by a number of samples with variation, for example, the same phoneme but spoken by different person or spoken by the same person but at different times (or extracted from several different words). Each phoneme produces two complete tree sets (real and imaginary) with theirs coefficients. The number of coefficients produced by decomposition depends on the decomposition level. To cover more detail frequency, one could use more decomposition level.
After the coefficients are ready, the next step is forming the row vectors. Each row vector is formed by arranging all nodes from each tree couple into one row. Here, we begin to arrange nodes from real tree and follow up by nodes from imaginary tree. These row vectors all together form one big matrix from which we derive principal component vectors using PCA. The principal vector component represents the underlying structure of training dataset or features which have much lower dimensionality.
The testing phase also begins with decomposition of an input phoneme using CWPT. With the same mechanism, nodes from real and imaginary tree are also arranged to form row vector. This row vector is processed using the matrix multiplying process with the principal component vectors produced in training phase. As a result, the phoneme based ASR feature is obtained.
Experiments and Results
We implemented the proposed method in MATLAB 7 and simulated experiments on phonemes set extracted from clean speech and noises database. To measure separation between pairs of classes, we compute standardized Euclidian distance. Greater standardized Euclidian distance indicates greater separation. The measures are shown by Table 1 . Standardized Euclidian distances from clean dataset are shown by column 2. The minimum distance is 2.9397 and the maximum distance is 19.1794 with average distance 10.2700. With noisy dataset, shown by column 3, the minimum distance is decreasing 58.32% to 1.2253 and the maximum is increasing 23.48% to 23.6831 with average distance 10.7600. These noisy dataset distances are computed using combination of clean data set with 5 types of NOISEX-92 noises with SNR 0 dB. The 0 dB SNR could be considered as bad acoustic environment for ASR.
In the next experiment, we performed classification of 39 phonemes using one against one Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13] . First we train SVM using features derived from clean dataset to produce models. There are 3 types of feature produced by the method proposed. These features are produced by 38, 27 and 14 principal component vectors. We use combination of 5 types of noises with 0, -3 and -7 dB SNR each and calculate the number of misclassification. The result is shown by Figure 6 . The recognition rate is defined by the number of misclassification divided by the total classification. With 38 and 27 principal component vectors, the recognition rate for 0 dan -3 dB SNR achieve 100% and for -7 dB SNR achieve 97.44% and 96.92% in average respectively. For 14 principal component vectors, the recognition rates never achieve 100%. Only 96.41% in average for 0 and -3 dB SNR and drop to 82.56% for -7 dB SNR.
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Conclusions and Future Works
Through this works, robust automatic speech recognition features extraction method using complex wavelet packet transform coefficients and PCA has been developed. We tested this technique using phonemes from AN4 and NOISEX-92 database with several SNR combinations. The separation between classes experiment shows that the minimum distance is decreasing when noises are present. But the experiments using SVM classifier show that these features could achieve the recognition rate above 95% except for features produced by 14 principal component vectors at -7 dB SNR. This new technique adds robustness to phoneme based ASR feature when operated in noisy environment and still preserves the performance when operated in clean environments.
There are two further works that could be done. First is to test this technique using more wavelet basis function or develop a new one. This is important since different wavelet basis function produces different coefficients values. Second is to train the SVM models by adding various noises into training dataset to investigate the impact on recognition rate.
